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The world of environmental enforcement is deliberately shrouded in mystery and is rife with strategic behavior among a limited number of players. Thus, the pre-requisite conditions for a race-to-the-bottom are in place. Such a race-to-the-bottom entails a lowering of environmental standards that also produces a lowering in net social welfare, i.e., there is no offsetting gain in other areas for the additional environmental degradation.

This article analyzes the current failures in the enforcement of environmental laws in the United States, where enforcement of federal standards is partially delegated to the states. It shows that there are many problems that could be resolved by moving to a performance-based management system with full public disclosure of accurate and timely information on enforcement and compliance. This approach would allow the federal government to use its scarce resources to supervise more and enforce less, leading to greater political accountability for states that fail to achieve a reasonable level of compliance.

I. INTRODUCTION

Legal writings on environmental standard settings contain much debate about the appropriateness of minimum federal environmental standards to avoid a race-to-the-bottom, but much more limited discussion of the possibility of states engaging in a hidden race-to-the-
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bottom by not vigorously enforcing the legal standards that are in place. This article concentrates on examining the latter possibility in which states have delegated authority from the federal government to enforce federal environmental standards. There is a developing consensus among academic commentators that the use of performance-based management and public information disclosure could effectively minimize the potential for a race-to-the-bottom in de facto environmental standards resulting from a failure to enforce standards and might even create the race-to-the-top desired by environmental groups, depending on the political preferences of the electorate.

Disagreement remains about the proper role of the federal government in a delegated enforcement system, where the states have primary responsibility for enforcing federal standards. Some believe that the federal government should allow the states wide latitude to decide how to achieve federal standards, while others believe the federal government should closely supervise the states and should be ready to step in and directly enforce federal standards when the states fail to do so. This article argues that by concentrating federal resources on oversight of information gathering and disclosure, and ultimately performance, while moving away from direct enforcement and directing policy choices regarding how to enforce, the federal government has an opportunity to reduce tensions with the states and enhance compliance with federal environmental standards by increasing political accountability for enforcement decisions taken by the states.

In terms of structure, Section II of this Article introduces the issues by showing that conditions are ripe for a race-to-the-bottom in enforcement because some states indulge in strategic behavior to compete with neighboring states, and resist transparency when reviewing enforcement programs. Section III presents a considerable body of empirical evidence suggesting that enforcement of environmental laws in many states has been weak for some time, consistent with a race-to-the-bottom. Section IV discusses performance-based approaches for remedying the situation, including appropriate performance metrics.

This Article then concludes that it is time to move beyond the debate about whether states or the federal government should set envi-

vironmental standards and enforce environmental laws. Instead, policy makers should focus on establishing a clear division of responsibilities between the states and the federal government with delegated enforcement programs to increase accountability and reduce the potential for conflict and confusion. The unique role for the federal government when cooperating with states in the environmental enforcement area is to ensure that the states disclose timely, accurate and comparable information about what they are doing and how successful they are at inducing both site-level compliance and compliance with ambient standards. The federal government should then make this information available to the general public. This information disclosure function is something that the individual states would be unlikely to achieve without the federal government, because of fear of increased transparency leading to greater public knowledge about low compliance rates and enforcement failures. Having obtained accurate and timely information the United States Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") could then determine which states are failing to achieve appropriate levels of compliance and apply sanctions.

At present, the federal government sometimes directly brings enforcement actions when states either fail to do so, or in extreme circumstances when states file enforcement actions, but do not press for sufficient penalties (so called "over-filing"). In addition, the federal government has many standards concerning how enforcement programs should be run, although in practice these are often not met. To enhance political accountability, concentrate resources where they can be most effective, ease tensions with the states regarding the optimal mix of deterrence-based enforcement and compliance assistance, and encourage the states to cooperate with improved disclosure regarding enforcement, I believe the federal government should abandon its attempts to dictate to states with delegated state programs how to achieve compliance and should not file federal enforcement actions where state enforcement is weak.

Even after the establishment of the optimal mix of deterrence-based enforcement and compliance assistance programs, the question remains as to how to best sanction states that are either not properly disclosing information or are not achieving appropriate levels of compliance. Although the EPA has the power to take back delegated authority, resource constraints make that option unrealistic. Instead, the EPA should have the power to limit or suspend the issuance of new federal permits by failing delegated programs. This would act as an effective spur to states to improve enforcement because it
would limit new economic activity in order to hold the regulatory burden steady. Thus, by doing less more effectively, the EPA has an opportunity to achieve more effective enforcement of federal environmental standards, improve political accountability, and reduce tension between the states and the EPA.  

II. CONDITIONS ARE RIPE FOR A RACE-TO-THE-BOTTOM IN ENFORCEMENT

Some states have deemphasized deterrence-based enforcement and have expressed fear of transparency about the way states operate their enforcement programs. This section describes the evidence for these changes and concludes that the political accountability for lack of environmental enforcement is weak due to information deficiencies, indicating that additional regulatory intervention is required to remedy at least some of the deficiencies of the political market.

A. The Move Towards Compliance Assistance

Anecdotal evidence suggests that states have moved away from deterrence-based enforcement towards compliance assistance because they want to be more attractive to new business and encourage existing businesses to stay or grow. For instance, the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resources was described by that state’s then-Governor, Tom Ridge, as being part of a “job-crushing, community-harassing, regulatory nightmare.”  

During Ridge’s administration, the agency was reformed to pursue an “agenda that moves away from the philosophy of heavy-handed regulation and punitive...
sanctions. An Ohio Environmental Protection Agency official even went so far as to say "we are not an enforcement agency." This type of attitude was also expressed by former Governor George Allen of Virginia, who trumpeted his achievement in setting the priority on ending polluting discharges rather than levying big fines against key regional employers.

Indeed, it is clear that the "regulated community" itself certainly seeks more lenient and "relaxed" environmental standards, arguing that lower and permissive standards are necessary to maintain industry at its current levels and to promote economic growth. For example, Briggs & Stratton claimed that a California air regulation would cause the loss of 22,000 jobs and was able to have the measure overturned by federal law. A systematic survey of 80 environmental protection officials conducted in 1996 found that 88% said that concerns about industry relocation and siting affects environmental decision-making in their states. Seventeen percent of the surveyed officials said that concern over industry relocation and siting was likely to cause an enforcement action to be dropped. Thirty one percent said the same concern was likely to lead to a smaller civil penalty or a lighter criminal penalty. The survey also showed that regulators strongly agreed with the proposition that it is important that a state’s environmental standards be of about the same stringency as those of neighboring states. In addition, regulators reported they were, in fact, likely to know the standards of their neighboring states. A sizeable number of regulators thought that the existence of minimum federal standards is a "fairly major reason" why states do not relax their standards to attract industry.
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Many states maintain that more flexible and business-friendly cooperative approaches to inducing compliance are more effective than deterrence-based enforcement. Compliance assistance also has clear political advantages, but there is some suspicion among environmental groups that these initiatives merely provide cover for decreasing de facto environmental standards through ineffective enforcement.

The EPA has consistently emphasized the importance of formal legal proceedings to ensure compliance with environmental standards. This is also the rationale behind the EPA’s enforcement tracking systems and the rule that penalties paid in settlement should at least be equal to the economic benefit derived from non-compliance. Deterrence-based enforcement is regarded by the EPA as critical for an effective compliance assistance program. As a former EPA Assistant Director for Enforcement has described:

Penalties and other sanctions for violations of environmental requirements play an essential role in our national enforcement program. They are a critical ingredient to creating the deterrence we need to encourage the regulated community to anticipate, identify and correct violations. Appropriate penalties for violators offer some assurance of equity between those who choose to comply with requirements and those who violate requirements. It also secures public credibility when governments at all levels are ready, willing and able to back up requirements with action and consequences.

22. Markell, supra note 17, at 11.
From an economic perspective, the basic rationale for viewing as suspect the shift from deterrence-based enforcement is that if the penalties for being caught are less than the economic benefit derived from the violation, it makes economic sense to violate environmental laws. If firms that violate environmental standards gain an economic advantage in the market place, this will tend to increase their market share and may induce other firms to abandon their principles and become violators. Assuming that the nationally optimal amount of non-compliance is zero, because in the debate about optimal federal standards, it is expected that those standards will actually be adhered to, this means there is a potential for a race-to-the-bottom between firms if the states reduce enforcement below levels that deter noncompliance.

However, in recent years the EPA has also recognized that compliance assistance has a role to play in enabling firms to comply. Therefore, the federal/state tension between deterrence-based enforcement and compliance assistance may be more accurately presented as a question of where the correct balance should be struck. At present, the data available allows little to be said about the effect of diverting resources from deterrence-based enforcement to compliance assistance. There is good evidence that traditional deterrence-based enforcement encourages compliance. However, there is no systematic study of whether compliance assistance achieves success at individual facilities at the expense of overall compliance rates, as deterrence theory would suggest. Thus, to date, the states’ shift to compliance assistance appears to have been more of an act of faith than a rational policy choice.

B. Fear of Transparency

When the EPA compliance data are used to show that state enforcement is ineffective, states have been quick to point out that the quality of the data is poor. For example, the Environmental Council
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of the States ("ECOS"), an association that advocates state interests, issued a strong rebuttal to a report prepared by a non-profit environmental group on the paucity of state inspections. The first point was that the data in the EPA databases may be inaccurate and that reliance upon it was the "primary flaw" in the report. According to ECOS, feeding the EPA data system is time consuming and is of "little benefit for the manager of the State program." Second, ECOS argued that the data in the EPA system is not regarded as an accurate way to gauge the compliance status of a facility. The ECOS criticisms about data quality were partly acknowledged by the EPA, which conceded that its data on enforcement contained numerous errors and complained that "many states no longer use EPA databases to track information and therefore do not pay attention to the quality of the data given to the agency." In addition, problems of transferring data between state systems and the aging the EPA systems were cited.

A subsequent National Academy of Public Administration ("NAPA") report examining the issue of data gathering on compliance and enforcement found that the "EPA's current data systems are seriously limited by data inaccuracies, failure of some states to submit complete data, separate single-medium systems, and data inaccessibility because information resides on antiquated main-frame machines." The NAPA panel concluded that "there are fundamental problems with existing enforcement and compliance data."

The ECOS criticism is telling for two main reasons. First, one of the critical benefits of having federally administered centralized information systems is precisely to facilitate the type of comparisons made by the report at issue. It is suspiciously convenient that the states publicly recognized the need for such changes only after the EPA data were used to compare their performance. Second, it is not surprising that the states see little benefit in submitting the informa-
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tion to the EPA. The danger of having good centralized publicly accessible information on enforcement available is that the public will be able to highlight states that are not enforcing the laws very vigorously. Not surprisingly, NAPA has reported that “[m]any states were not enthusiastic about the prospect of an EPA report with comparable performance measures for all 50 states...” and the EPA has reported state resistance to collecting and reporting state data on agreed core performance measures.35

More recently, a report by the EPA Office of the Inspector General (“OIG”) on measurement of compliance rates has confirmed that the EPA stopped publicly disseminating aggregated compliance reports, in part, because “states do not want to publish statistics because people may make comparisons among states and draw incorrect inferences without the proper context.”36 The OIG recommended that the EPA increase transparency by publishing information that shows changes in levels of compliance nationally and sharing compliance data with stakeholders.37 However, the EPA refused to publish significant noncompliance rates, recidivism, as well as the time taken to bring violators into compliance.38 Furthermore, the EPA noted that any initiative to require the states to track, record, and report data more comprehensively than at present would be vehemently resisted by the states due to “significant procedural and resource barriers.”39

Thus, with the exception of the Enforcement and Compliance History Online initiative discussed in Section IV below, the initial response of both the EPA and the states to high noncompliance rates has been to try to avoid reporting or disclosing the relevant statistics. Indeed, noncompliance statistics are conspicuously absent from the EPA’s 2005 compliance and enforcement results, which concentrate
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instead on the results of enforcement. In the absence of any reporting of compliance rates, this approach to gauging the success of the enforcement program is counter-intuitive because as more noncompliance is present in the system, it becomes easier to show dramatic impacts due to enforcement. For example, in its recent annual report on enforcement successes, EPA states it has averted much pollution through enforcement, but fails to provide compliance statistics and fails to note that this “success” would not be possible if non-compliance were harder to find. Thus, under the EPA’s current system, the metrics used to judge the success of enforcement could improve as compliance reduces, hardly an ideal result.

C. The Political Market for Environmental Enforcement Is Far From Perfect

It is game theory that predicts the inefficient “race-to-the-bottom,” of the type illustrated by the classic prisoner’s dilemma model, where information is limited and there are a small number of participants in the market. This means that to determine whether such a race may occur, we must examine which model has assumptions that more closely resemble the actual situation. The empirical evidence on states’ attitudes and the nature of the interstate market in environmental standards have been used to conclude that “the preponderance of the evidence points to the existence of significant economic inefficiencies, including a race-to-the-bottom [in environmental standards].”

42. Neoclassical approaches to unrestrained competition in environmental standard setting predict an efficient outcome where any welfare loss from reduced environmental quality is more than offset by gains from increases in productivity. See Revesz, supra note 2, at 1238-43. This neoclassical approach is founded on assumptions of perfect competition, which include a requirement for complete information and a lack of strategic behavior by market participants. See id. at 1236-43. Game theoretic approaches were applied to economics over 60 years ago to cover certain situations where the neoclassical assumptions are violated. See e.g. John von Neumann & Oskar Morgenstern, Theory of Games and Economic Behavior (1944).
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Compared to environmental standards, environmental compliance and enforcement is even further from typical efficient market assumptions, one of which is accurate and complete information. The legal system through which environmental standards are usually promulgated is designed to publicize legal requirements. In fact, the Administrative Procedure Act, which governs the EPA’s promulgation of environmental standards, contains an explicit notice provision. In contrast, compliance statistics are generally unavailable and the available enforcement statistics are not easily comparable between States. Therefore, the democratic “market” for environmental enforcement suffers from a comparative lack of transparency.

This lack of information disclosure leads to a danger of erroneous strategic behavior, where states reduce enforcement because they believe their neighbors are doing the same. Furthermore, unless there is an effective information disclosure system for enforcement, states will be tempted to espouse high environmental standards, but enforce those standards weakly, because they would not endure much political pain for doing so. Thus, the interaction of the practical and theoretical considerations indicates that a race-to-the-bottom is even more likely in enforcement than in standard setting.

III. THE EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE ON COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT

This section discusses the available evidence on compliance rates and modes of observed enforcement failures. Four failure modes are identified: failure to renew permits in a timely manner, failure to report observed violations, failure to identify violators, and failure to take effective enforcement measures against identified violators. Where appropriate, sub-sections discuss the response to these failures.

44. E.g., In re PolyMedia Corp. Securities Litigation, 432 F.3d 1, 10 (1st Cir. 2005) (citing Eugene F. Fama, Efficient Capital Markets: A Review of Theory and Empirical Work, 25 J. Fin. 383 (1970) and explaining, in the context of an alleged securities fraud, that “according to the prevailing definition of market efficiency, an efficient market is one in which the market price fully reflects all publicly available information.”).


A. Compliance Rates

Although an appropriate metric for measuring the effectiveness of enforcement is elusive, low compliance rates are indicative of ineffective enforcement. The EPA has indicated that over half of all Clean Water Act ("CWA") National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System ("NPDES") major facilities were non-compliant in fiscal year 1998.\(^{47}\) More than 20% of these discharges were in significant non-compliance.\(^{48}\) Even though minor discharges outnumber major facilities by over ten times, apparently the EPA does not retain or maintain any compliance information for such discharges.\(^{49}\) Given this apparent lack of attention, it is likely that compliance rates for minor discharges are below those for major discharges.

A 2001 report on CWA compliance rates showed that the compliance rate for major discharges was less than 75% in 20 states in fiscal year 2000.\(^{50}\) Over one-third of the states reported that more than half of the major facilities with significant violations in fiscal year 1999 also had recurring violations in 2000.\(^{51}\) A report for the CoPIRG foundation in 2002 also documented the continued weaknesses of many state environmental enforcement programs.\(^{52}\) The report cited rates for major facilities in significant non-compliance with the CWA and ranked states by that, and other metrics.\(^{53}\) Utah had the lowest compliance rate, with 61% of major facilities in significant non-compliance, while Delaware had the highest compliance rate, with only 4% of such facilities in significant non-compliance.\(^{54}\)

Compliance presents similar difficulties under the Clean Air Act ("CAA"). The EPA has indicated that for fiscal year 1998 over 7% of significant sources were in significant violation and expressed concern that the real rate of non-compliance was actually higher.\(^{55}\)
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Indeed, a January 1999 enforcement alert regarding compliance with New Source Review standards stated “[w]hen the EPA looks closely at an industry sector, usually it discovers a high rate of noncompliance.”

There is no indication that enforcement of environmental laws has increased significantly since these reports were issued. Indeed, the very public departure in 2002 of Eric Schaeffer, then head of the EPA’s Office of Regulatory Enforcement, over the Bush administration’s unwillingness to enforce CAA New Source Review rules provides an anecdotal indication that enforcement has become an even lower priority.

Finally, as noted by a recent OIG report, the EPA does not even attempt to track minor facility compliance rates in many program areas. Furthermore, after 2002, the EPA decided to stop releasing data on compliance rates, in part, because the EPA believed that the high level of noncompliance could alarm the public and Congress. Sweeping inconvenient facts under the rug does not make them go away. If anything, failing to publish data on non-compliance is likely to reduce the political accountability for states with high non-compliance rates. Thus, concealing data on non-compliance rates is

---
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only likely to make the rates increase. Furthermore, known failures in the enforcement systems probably mean that the measured rates of non-compliance are below the actual rates due to various modes of enforcement failure.

B. Modes of Enforcement Failure

This sub-section discusses four modes of enforcement failure: i) allowing old permits to continue in force for many years after their expiration, leading to a failure to update the permit conditions; ii) a failure to identify violations, leading to an overestimate of the rate of compliance with permit conditions; iii) a failure to report violations, again leading to an overestimate of the compliance rate; and iv) a failure to take required enforcement action, which may well lead to a higher actual rate of noncompliance.

1. Failure to Renew Permits

Permitted facilities often operate on long expired permits because expired permits are normally administratively continued under provisions that extend the life of the permit once a timely and sufficient application for renewal has been made.60 These provisions provide a means to continue outdated environmental standards in a way that attracts little attention. For example, Radiac Research Corporation, an applicant for a New York State delegated Resource Conservation and Recovery Act ("RCRA") permit, operated a hazardous waste transfer facility adjacent to a radioactive waste transfer facility in Williamsburg, Brooklyn, NY for over ten years under the terms of an expired permit which had been shown to be woefully inadequate to protect the safety of the surrounding community.61 Instead of accepting much-improved safety standards, in June 2005, Radiac Research Corporation withdrew its application for a permit renewal before a public hearing on the issue.62

60. E.g., 40 C.F.R. § 122.6 (stating that with respect to NPDES expired permits issued by the EPA, "permits continued under this section remain fully effective and enforceable."); N.Y. A.P.A. § 401(2) (McKinney 2007).
62. Letter from Peters to McBride, dated June 14, 2005 (filed with the N.Y. Dep't of Envtl. Conserv.).
In 2001, the EPA determined that 27% of all active CWA permits had expired but were administratively continued. The 2002 CoPIRG report compiled the percentage of expired major CWA permits by state. In Oregon, 67% of such permits had expired, the most of any state, while Utah and North Dakota had no such permits expired.

Thus, the issue of expired permit backlog is not new. The backlog of expired CWA permits in Region 10 was first highlighted in 1998 by a report by the EPA OIG, which found that the permit backlog adversely affected the ability of the CWA program to meet its goals. In response to this report, the EPA established quantitative targets for backlog reduction. These included a goal of reducing the expired permit backlog for major facilities to no more than 20% by the end of 1999 and no more than 10% by the end of 2001.

In March 2000, the Environmental Working Group, a non-profit research group, published a report highlighting a large backlog of expired CWA NPDES permits. The report showed that 44 states and the District of Columbia had a backlog of over 10% of expired permits at major facilities at the end of 1999 and were given a “failing grade.” The only states that had issued more than 50 permits for major facilities and met the 10% target were Georgia and Kentucky. Thirty-one states and the District of Columbia failed to meet the 20% goal, while seven states and the District of Columbia
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had a backlog of over 50%.\textsuperscript{71} Interestingly, none of the eight jurisdictions where the NPDES permit program is directly administered by the EPA met the 20% goal.\textsuperscript{72} According to the report, no improvement was evident in the backlog between the issue of the OIG report in 1998 and the end of 1999. OIG has concluded that allowing expired permits to govern adversely affects water quality.\textsuperscript{73} One of the most extreme examples given in the OIG report was that a major discharger on the South Fork Coeur d'Alene River, the most contaminated in the Pacific Northwest, had been operating on an expired permit for 17 years.\textsuperscript{74}

\textbf{a. Administrative Response}

The EPA and the states have initiated a number of strategies to deal with the permit backlog, such as increased efficiencies, use of outside contractors, and changes in priorities.\textsuperscript{75} These have reportedly resulted in a reduction in the permit backlog to 14% of major permits.\textsuperscript{76} However, at least one commentator has questioned whether efforts to reduce the backlog have resulted in a truncated permitting process, leading to fewer improvements in standards and reduced public participation.\textsuperscript{77}

\textbf{b. Judicial Response}

Recently, environmental groups have started to challenge the validity of administrative extensions that last for much longer than the maximum term of a permit. For instance, a New York court has ruled that in the context of State Pollutant Discharge Elimination System ("SPDES") permits, which are limited to five year terms,\textsuperscript{78} the maximum term applies to a permit that has been effectively re-
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newed by the operation of the New York State Administrative Procedure Act ("SAPA") § 401.79 Thus, the trial judge in that case concluded that a power plant, which had been operating for twelve years on an expired permit no longer possessed a valid permit.80

2. Failure to Identify Violations

Another approach to avoiding enforcement is a failure to identify known violators. Whether by design or neglect, statistics suggest that compliance inspections are not narrowly targeted at significant violators and they are an enforcement tool that is used by different states in very different ways. Nationally, 560 facilities officially listed as high priority violators of the CAA were not inspected during the two year period ending October 1999.81 Half of these uninspected violators were in Ohio (86), Indiana (81), Wisconsin (52), Illinois (49), Michigan (37) and Tennessee (37).82 In these states, 21% to 48% of all high priority violators were not inspected.83 More broadly, an average of one-third of the nation's major air polluters were not inspected for three years.84 Once again, considerable variation between states was evident. Illinois failed to inspect 63.2% of its major air polluters and five other states failed to inspect more than half of their major air polluters.85

The figures for the CWA are equally discouraging. Two-hundred eighty-three (283) significant violators of the CWA went uninspected during the same two year period ending in October 1999,86 excluding the two lowest levels of inspections, which the EPA considers inadequate to evaluate compliance.87 Half of the uninspected
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CWA significant violators were concentrated in Texas, Ohio, Michigan and Massachusetts. Texas failed to inspect 25% of all high priority CWA violators during this time period, while Michigan and Ohio failed to inspect 20% and 16% of such violators, respectively.

3. Failure to Report Violations

Simply failing to report violations is a direct approach to lax enforcement. In 1998 the OIG performed audits on the EPA’s oversight of state enforcement of the CAA in six states: Maryland, Pennsylvania, Arkansas, Washington, Massachusetts and New Mexico. A review of the inspections carried out by these states in fiscal year 1996 showed that despite performing 3,300 inspections, the states reported only 18 significant violations to the EPA. When the files for 13% of the total number of major facilities in these states (430 in all) were reviewed, an additional 103 significant violations were identified. With regard to inspections above level 1, the minimum required to adequately assess compliance, the report showed that inspections often did not meet the quality requirements of a level two inspection. One dramatic example concerned a truck painting facility in Maryland that installed two new Volatile Organic Compound sources (e.g., sources of solvents with low boiling points) in 1991 without a pre-construction permit. The state did not identify these violations for five years, despite performing many inspections at the site. Thus, it was clear that the EPA oversight of the states in this area was weak.
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94. Id. at 15.
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97. Id. at 2, 22.
Officials in Pennsylvania said that most states, including their own, were disregarding the EPA’s Timely and Appropriate Enforcement policy (“TAE”), which defines a significant violator as any major stationary source of air pollution that is violating a federally-enforceable regulation and requires states to report such facilities to the EPA within one month. The audit cited numerous reasons for state non-compliance with the TAE. One of these reasons was knowing disregard of the standard by the states. For instance, Pennsylvania actually assessed a civil penalty against a facility for a 4 year history of violations, but did not report the facility as a significant violator, even though the TAE definition was clearly met. Other reasons identified by OIG were that: i) certain EPA regions were unclear as to whether existing enforcement policies were actually requirements which must be followed or merely intended to be viewed as guidelines which could be ignored; and ii) certain EPA regions did not use their power to withhold funds from section 105 grants, even though the Section 105 agreement specifies that states identify and report significant violations in accordance with the TAE. Therefore, the report concluded that problems within the EPA as well as at the states contributed to the failure to report non-compliance properly.

In fact, in a follow up report, the EPA found that five of the ten EPA regions do not use the EPA’s policy on compliance monitoring at all and “engage in only minimal inspection planning and oversight with their states.” The same report found that only ten of the twenty two states surveyed follow some or most elements of the compliance monitoring strategy.

98. Id. at 9, 12.
99. CONSOLIDATED REPORT, supra note 90, at 10-12.
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101. Id. at 12.
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4. Failure to Take Sufficient Enforcement Action

Another enforcement failure mode is the failure to take formal action once the enforcement system identifies a violator or failure to impose a sufficient penalty to deter future violations. In 1999, a newsletter published state-by-state data for 18 states in four regions for three to four-year periods.\textsuperscript{107} It found that the number of administrative orders and civil referrals dropped in all but two of the 18 states from 1993 to 1997 and concluded “state enforcement activity nationwide has plummeted over the past five years, and regional oversight of state programs has done little to prevent the slide.”\textsuperscript{108}

This failure to formally enforce is borne out by the findings in an OIG report about CWA enforcement in the EPA Region 10. The OIG reported that formal enforcement action was only taken against 6 of 25 dischargers found to be in significant noncompliance.\textsuperscript{109} The report found that for 10 dischargers in significant noncompliance for two consecutive quarters, Region 10 did not have the required written justification for not taking enforcement action in nine of those cases.\textsuperscript{110} The 2002 CoPIRG report identified similar failures to take timely enforcement action after identification of violations of delegated water, air, and RCRA permits.\textsuperscript{111}

Even where formal enforcement action is taken, an OIG audit of state programs has highlighted that, in many states, CWA enforcement action does not recover the economic benefit derived by the violators.\textsuperscript{112} The reasons cited included a lack of requirement to do this under state law, reluctance to assess higher penalties, lack of a prescribed methodology to calculate economic benefit and a lack of resources to compute the economic benefit.\textsuperscript{113}

IV. IDENTIFYING THE SOLUTIONS

This review has highlighted two key deficits respecting the current enforcement of U.S. enforcement laws. One is in the actual activities required to enforce the standards, such as permit renewal, in-
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spection, results review, and action to remedy noncompliance. The other is in the information systems required to track those activities and results. There is no silver bullet that can improve state level enforcement. However, a number of largely complementary options are suggested below.

A. Adopt a Performance-based Approach

Under the general rubric of reinventing government, there has been a widespread demand for a shift in emphasis away from counting activities to counting results, an objective given legal force by the Government Performance and Results Act ("GPRA"). Internationally, environmental management systems complying with the International Organization for Standardization ISO14001 also adopt this broad approach by requiring a system to set performance goals, measure the achievement of those goals, and review to assess how performance can be improved.

The data reviewed above shows that at present there is much confusion about EPA enforcement policy both within the EPA itself and among the states. In addition, the data systems that track compliance are severely compromised. The first step in a performance-based approach is to set clear ambitious achievable goals. Ironically, the effort to reinvent government, which was supposed to be a shift towards performance-based management has led to confusion about what the performance goals are. The EPA continues to emphasize deterrence-based enforcement, while many state politicians want to shift towards compliance assistance. This means state environmental enforcement officials receive a mixed message about what they should be doing.

In reality, deterrence and assistance are not mutually exclusive and a performance-based approach would be neutral on which approach
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to apply. The performance metrics should measure outcomes, and so should be the same, regardless of whether compliance is achieved by assistance or deterrence-based enforcement. For example, violations must be identified, because the number, duration and severity of violations should form one of the key performance targets.

Having set targets, the EPA should emphasize the need to accurately track enforcement interventions, site-level compliance, permit backlogs, and, if possible, ambient conditions. If the states and the EPA could effectively work together to provide timely, comprehensive, comparable information on enforcement activities, including compliance assistance and deterrence-based enforcement, in addition to site level compliance, it would be possible to systematically analyze the effectiveness of initiatives to divert resources from deterrence-based enforcement to compliance assistance. A performance-based approach would allow the states to act as genuine policy laboratories and should mean that over time states will gravitate towards the most effective mix of deterrence-based enforcement and compliance assistance. Thus, the EPA’s role should not be to try to dictate that mix, but to ensure that states require reasonable levels of compliance with federal standards by setting targets in this area and then auditing the performance of the states.

In their comprehensive book on this area Professors Rechtschaffen and Markell make a similar call for a more performance based approach, but continue to recommend that state enforcement policies should emphasize deterrence-based enforcement.\(^{118}\) While this is a reasonable normative conclusion from the data, there is a question about whether the EPA should direct states to continue deterrence-based policies. I believe that state environmental agencies are now able to make such choices for themselves. In addition, realistically, states will need some incentive to overcome their natural resistance to putting more resources into reporting their performance to the EPA. If the EPA offers less oversight of policy choices as a reward for more disclosure by the states of performance statistics, this may provide the impetus needed to start implementing reforms in the enforcement area, rather than merely debating them. Finally, the EPA oversight resources are already thinly stretched.\(^{119}\) By forgoing any attempt to supervise policy choices, the EPA may be able to find sufficient resources to supervise information disclosure.

\(^{118}\) Id. at 296.
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B. Selection of Appropriate Performance Metrics

In designing any performance-based system, the initial issue is to select the right mix of performance metrics. Because the metrics shape behavior, excessive emphasis on one metric can lead to undesirable consequences. For instance, the desire to reduce permit backlogs may have led to renewals which did not incorporate the most up to date requirements. To measure enforcement success, at minimum metrics are needed for permit backlog, enforcement activities and site-level compliance. However, one major conceptual criticism of measuring these factors is that they are merely the means employed to produce good environmental quality, which is what the public wants and what the environmental statutes are really designed to achieve. In addition, the states reasonably point out that the results achieved by compliance assistance programs, such as self-assessment, are not currently included in the enforcement statistics.

The latter criticism is merely an argument that the activity metric should include compliance assistance in addition to deterrence-based actions. This would be entirely reasonable if states were willing to expand their information disclosure to the EPA to include measures of this activity. The former criticism is more telling. It rests on the hypothesis that measures of enforcement activities and site level compliance may not be good proxies for measures of ambient environmental conditions. This could become true if permit standards were relaxed in order to improve compliance rates.

Thus, there is a good argument for adding in a metric that takes account of ambient environmental quality to guard against gaming of the system in this way. However, ambient metrics cannot replace metrics derived from site level data for a number of reasons. First, the resolution of ambient data is necessarily sparse. Unlike site level
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data, the payments for measurements and analyses needed to compile such information generally comes from the public purse. This inevitably leads to coarser temporal and spatial resolution. Therefore, it is likely that some spatially localized or short duration problems that are currently detected would no longer be noticed, if source level data was not compiled in addition to ambient data. Second, although ambient data may identify problems, it cannot identify solutions, because knowledge about the sources contributing to the problem is required. Lastly, site level data is needed to decide whether a given problem is due to lack of compliance with existing standards or is due to the inadequacy of those standards.

C. Disclose Information to the Public

A critical part of the performance based approach suggested above is that states candidly disclose information to the EPA. A second critical element is that the EPA candidly disseminates information to the public and to state officials. Recently some commentators have started to point to information disclosure strategies as a way to provide incentives for effective enforcement. As the Toxic Release Inventory ("TRI") initiative has shown, public disclosure of site-level environmental information can be an important factor in motivating many stakeholders to play their roles more effectively. In the case of environmental enforcement, stakeholders include regulated entities, state and federal agency staff, politicians, environmental groups and the general public. The Environmental Defense's Scorecard website allows access to TRI data by zip code and, in its first twenty-four hours of operation, it had more than one million hits. This shows that there is significant demand for easily accessible information on local environmental emissions.

The EPA has taken a first step to providing a similar system for enforcement site-level data. The Enforcement and Compliance History Online ("ECHO") website provides easy access to CWA, CAA
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and RCRA compliance information for around 800,000 facilities.\footnote{128} This site has been welcomed by environmental groups, individual members of the public, and state officials.\footnote{129} Even some of the regulated community welcomed the availability of the database.\footnote{130} For example, EPA found in its review of public comments that companies were finding ECHO to be an efficient and cost-saving way of tracking compliance at far flung facilities.\footnote{131} However ECHO falls short of the ideal in a number of ways. First, the data can only be accessed in limited ways. For example, it is not possible to access a list of the ten facilities which have been out of compliance for longest, have had the most penalties assessed, or just generally have the most number of violations. It is also not possible to easily query the data to obtain aggregated statistics about state programs, such as compliance rates, and inspection rates. Furthermore, ECHO also only covers a small sub-set of the regulated universe and makes no attempt to track compliance actions beyond inspections and formal enforcement.\footnote{132}

The ECHO experience shows that where information is provided in an easily accessible form it can serve many interests and motivate entities to correct mistakes in the data. The usefulness of the data to states in terms of benchmarking, evaluation of new initiatives, and tracking should also help the EPA to argue that states could gain from cooperating in a more comprehensive information system. The EPA should now build on the success of ECHO by making it clear that one reason for collecting performance information is to allow its disclosure.

In the absence of such disclosure, states are presented with the possibility of gaining a short term political benefit in deciding to enforce less for very little political cost, because any resulting decline in site-level compliance is not obvious to the public. A reasonable level of disclosure is essential for the public to be able to judge whether a state government is doing an effective job at preventing pollution. Because the democratic process cannot work effectively without this information, I believe the EPA should enhance account-
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ability by generating statistical comparisons of compliance rates, activities, and other parameters amongst the states. Given this information, the public would then be much better placed to reward success and punish failure in enforcement through the political process, reducing the need for the EPA intervention into how states run their programs and potentially leading to the allocation of more resources for effective enforcement. Consequently, the EPA would be able to focus on what is and is not achieved and would know which states most need to improve their enforcement programs.

Second, full disclosure would allow the EPA and the states to analyze which approaches to compliance work best. Ranking of the states by compliance rates, enforcement activities, time to rectify noncompliance, and other relevant metrics would stimulate much debate amongst the states about program design. This debate would be useful in shedding light on policy debates, such as comparing the effectiveness of compliance assistance with deterrence-based enforcement.

D. Devise Effective Sanctions

Once accurate comparative information on enforcement is easily available to the public, the EPA can partially rely on political accountability as the ultimate sanction. In addition, the EPA could sanction states that do not meet basic performance targets. However, initially the critical role of the EPA will be to encourage, and where necessary coerce, states into disclosing accurate information in a comparable form. This can be done through regular audits of state programs. But, if poor performance is found with regard to disclosure or actual performance, the EPA would need an effective sanction.

Unfortunately, at present, the EPA appears to lack an effective sanction. OIG has recommended that the EPA should threaten to withdraw grant funding to force disclosure of significant violators of CAA permits.\(^{133}\) Withdrawing grants is likely to reduce a state’s institutional capacity to carry out federal mandates and further antagonize the very officials whose cooperation is sought. Such a sanction is therefore very unlikely to be used.\(^{134}\) Finally, although
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direct enforcement by the EPA acts as an informal sanction to states that are severely under-enforcing, this approach has a number of drawbacks, discussed below.

Thus, one of the problems for the EPA at present is that the sanctions it currently has available are too drastic, so that it really has no effective stick to compel information disclosure to complement the carrots it can provide. One possible solution would be to restrict a state’s ability to accept applications for permits for new facilities while state programs do not gather and disclose accurate and timely information on site-level compliance to the EPA. This could be an effective sanction because states are generally anxious to attract new investment and an ability to permit new facilities is critical in that effort. In addition, this sanction could be targeted by program, industry sector or geographic region. If this sanction, or one that is likely to be equally effective, is instituted and compliance information starts to flow from the states to the EPA and then to the public, there should then be an opportunity to further separate and clarify the roles of the states and the EPA by reducing the direct enforcement role of the EPA where primary enforcement is done by the states.

E. Less Direct Intervention by The EPA

Placing the EPA in a role of more direct enforcement seems like the obvious solution to ineffective enforcement by states, but this has a number of drawbacks. First, it would run counter to the trend in the relationship between the states and the EPA. In 1995, the EPA and the states adopted the National Environmental Performance Partnership System (“NEPPS”) to bring about a more flexible performance-based implementation of environmental protection measures.135 The 1998 EPA/state agreement on regulatory innovation states, “States are a natural laboratory for testing new ideas. State and local environmental professionals are closest to environmental problems and opportunities, and can often develop the most practical solutions.”136

However, this is a very drastic option that would likely cause huge dislocation and in the short run would be likely to lead to less enforcement rather than more.

135. See Markell, supra note 17, at 61.
The recent trend has been to devolve more and more environmental programs to the states.\textsuperscript{137} Having the EPA take a bigger role in direct enforcement would buck this trend and would cut down on the flexibility of the states in carrying out enforcement actions. It thus runs the risk of antagonizing state officials and could lead to a downgrading of state environmental enforcement. The state/EPA relationship is certainly one that is fraught with difficulty and confusion.\textsuperscript{138} Increasing direct enforcement would further confuse the relationship, reduce state accountability for poor performance, and would inevitably create friction between the EPA and the states.

Furthermore, states currently spend far more than the federal government on enforcement.\textsuperscript{139} EPA funding is very unlikely to increase dramatically in the near future. Therefore the EPA’s goal should be to encourage the states to continue to devote significant resources to enforcement, while also ensuring that the states are spending enforcement dollars effectively. As the review of state enforcement has shown, there are many opportunities for the EPA to improve its oversight of those programs. Indeed, there is an opportunity for the EPA to lever its resources to improve environmental enforcement by using them to adequately supervise the state enforcement programs. Using EPA funds for direct enforcement is likely to draw funding away from oversight activities leading to a danger of cascading failure. Finally, the CWA permit backlogs were as severe in states where the EPA was directly administering the programs. Consequently, it is not clear that the EPA would necessarily do a better job than the states as the primary enforcer, although local political interests would be diluted if enforcement decisions were taken by a federal agency.

As noted above, one important role that direct enforcement currently plays is to act as a sanction to states that fail to enforce adequately. When the EPA files an enforcement action before a state or “over-files” its own enforcement action in addition to a state enforcement action, it sends a powerful signal that under enforcement is occurring. Unfortunately, as discussed above this signal comes at a high cost in terms of the federal/state relationship. In an ideal system, states would be held accountable for the effectiveness of their own efforts without adding a layer of duplicative activity at the fed-
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eral level. Disclosure to the public and enforcement of performance goals through temporary suspensions of the authority to issue new permits are likely to act as a far more effective sanctions than occasional EPA over-filing. Thus, once an effective information disclosure system is in place, the EPA should dispense with over-filing in states where enforcement is weak, but should instead enforce performance goals.

This is another area where I differ from the approach taken by Professors Rechtsaffen and Markell, who recommend that the EPA should continue to over-file, while acknowledging that over-filing causes much tension between the EPA and states.140 Once again, this difference in judgment stems partly from this author’s recognition that to make progress in achieving compliance, states must be encouraged to move towards an effective performance-based approach. Offering to eliminate over-filing would give the states an inventive to co-operate with the EPA in instituting and implementing effective information disclosure and auditing procedures.

Moreover, one of the key theoretical reasons for adopting a performance-based strategy is to enhance political accountability at the state level to encourage a “race to the top.” By attempting to limit the worst effects of poor choices by state government the EPA obscures who is responsible for the enforcement failure. I strongly believe that the EPA should make delegated states responsible for implementing federal standards without undue interference by federal government beyond information disclosure and requiring effective performance. In this way, the state governments become more politically accountable to their electorates. The last few years have brought a number of state initiatives regarding environmental standards to the fore showing that there is potential demand for enhanced enforcement, if enforcement can be made more visible. For example, the most visible of these initiatives at present are those to regulate the emission of green house gases.141

V. Conclusion

This article demonstrates that the empirical data suggest that a race-to-the-bottom could be occurring in the area of enforcement of
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environmental standards. The federal government has been weak in overseeing the performance of the states. The highly imperfect available information indicates that enforcement varies widely, but compliance rates are generally low. The information also shows that weak enforcement in some states is part of a publicized, deliberate effort to be more business friendly. An attitude survey showed that this type of publicity is also likely to be affecting neighboring states. All these factors together mean that a race-to-the-bottom among at least some states is probably underway, leading to poor enforcement of nominal environmental standards.

One of the precursors to such a race is the information deficit that has been caused by the EPA’s lax administration of its informational function. Providing good information about site-level compliance is important for reasons of accountability, transparency and efficacy. The federal government should therefore require states to provide comparable information for both enforcement activities and site-level compliance, set clear compliance performance targets, and disclose comparative information on state programs to the public. This would increase the political costs for the states for failing to achieve federal standards, might gather political support for more enforcement resources, and would allow states to act as the proverbial policy laboratories, because interventions and outcomes could be systematically evaluated by the implementing state and other entities. Furthermore, over the long term, to keep the focus on the final goals of the compliance program and minimize the potential for gaming the enforcement performance metrics, the EPA should add ambient data into the performance-based approach.

In addition, to provide states with an incentive to move towards genuine performance-based management, concentrate federal resources where they can be most effective, and ease tensions with the states regarding the optimal mix of deterrence-based enforcement and compliance assistance, the federal government should offer to abandon attempts to dictate to states how to achieve compliance and to refrain from filing duplicative enforcement actions where state enforcement is weak, once a performance management system is up and running. Instead, the federal government should have the power to suspend issuance of new permits when a delegated permit program is failing to meet performance targets.

Without a strong federal hand in forcing disclosure of comparable information on the performance of state enforcement programs and holding states to performance targets, excess pollution is likely to result, leading to a nationally sub-optimal inefficient outcome in
terms of overall societal welfare. It is now time to move beyond the state versus federal debate in environmental protection and focus on assigning clear and distinct roles to both states and the federal government so that they work together effectively while remaining accountable. The federal government is uniquely placed to require and facilitate the provision of timely, accurate and comparable information on compliance with federal environmental standards. It is time for the EPA to emphasize this role. Thus, by doing less more effectively, the EPA has an opportunity to achieve more effective enforcement of federal environmental standards and move towards a federalist structure that is more genuinely cooperative.